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SELOC Marine maintenance and repair manuals offer the most comprehensive, authoritative

information available for outboard, inboard, stern-drive and diesel engines, as well as personal

watercraft. SELOC has been the leading source of how-to information for the marine industry since

1974. Designed and written to serve the needs of the professional mechanic, do-it-yourself boat

enthusiast, instructor and student, these manuals are based on actual teardowns done by Chilton

Marine's editors/authors in our on-site facility. Providing complete coverage on everything from

basic maintenance to engine overhaul, every manual features: -Simple-to-follow, step-by-step,

illustrated procedures -Hundreds of exploded drawings, photographs and tables -Troubleshooting

sections, accurate specifications and wiring diagrams -Recognized and used by technical trade

schools as well as the U.S. military Covers Type 1, Alpha/MR and Bravo I and II units powered by

Ford and GM 4-cylinder, in-line 6, V6 and V8 engines. Over 1,430 illustrations
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Having a old boat this book had saved be thousands of dollars and time. If you have a oldie but a

goodie boat get this book. You know how many (not all) boat mechanics are

unfortunately:Mechanic: - "I can't have your boat back for at least 2- 12 weeks and that will be a

bazillion dollars".Me: - "All I want is a oil change"Mechanic: - "How dare you question me! Now bow

down to me if you want your boat fixed"Me: - "Never-mind, I bought a book and I'll do it



myself"Mechanic: - "Noooooooooo!"My Wallet: - "You're the greatest"My Son: - "Gee Golly, you're

the best Dad ever"My Wife: - "You look more handsome than normal"

This is it folks. Save yourself money. Know your boat, its engine and know how to save your bacon.

This is one of the few books I keep aboard at all times (40' live aboard power vessel). It helps with

solid troubleshooting skills, and what to do about maintenance, preventitive and when the stuff hits

the fan. I have saved already thousands of dollars with a little dedication, spending time to read, and

then re-read and confirm my understanding and then go for it. It has made me knowledable,

confident and self-sufficient as a live aboard who goes out on the water at least weekly. Buy this

book!

Great book. Very detailed and actually written with a sense of humor. I purchased it for a 1975

Century Arabian and was pleasantly surprised to see it matched up perfectly. This book will become

very dogeared over the years.

This is a MUST HAVE for every boater! At first reading, I quickly learned I was doing wrong by

leaving my out-drive up in storage,(I see alot of people doing it),which promotes outdrive bellows

problems usually leading to ripping of the bellows which is "FUN" to replace & costly,(Seloc covers

this repair too). This book has great information for new & experienced boaters who wants to do

hands-on maintainence & troubleshooting. Just learning that more than paid for itself! They even

stress the DO's & DON'TsThis great book covers everything from 1964-1991. They offer newer

models as well all covering complete engines,outdrives,wiring& torque specs. This is great for a first

time boat owner not knowing much & with no owners manual. This great book did qualify for the 

FREE shipping.This is my first ever purchase @  I am very pleased & will be back! Thanx Seloc

Thanx

Very well put together for the average to above average shade tree mechanic to the professional. It

also shows real world sceneries instead of just the way things are supposed to go. Very useful

when trying to get my 44 year old boat running again!

Excellent product.

Manual I bought from Hippo-Books....What I had expected, I recieved.... I did have a couple of



Questions & would have preferred a telephone number, but they did respond to my Emails pretty

quickly...and overall I really like the Manual and Yes I would buy from these folks

again.Thanks..FrankiePS.. I really don't like the idea of doing business blindly with someone. If you

ever have a serious issue you have no way of knowing Where or Who these people are on this

Internet. Many of them don't show there physical adddress or a real contact phone number.

Great price on hard to find repair manual.
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